The French Program

Assessment Exercise: Review and Improve our Advanced
Grammar and Composition Sequence
• Part I: Statement of the Problem.

• Part II: Development of Objectives.
• Part III: Method.

• Part IV: Issues and Future Actions.
•

Course Description
• Students of French beyond the first two years follow a

program of study that takes them from grammar
instruction, conversation and short readings (2A,B,C) to
the analysis of complex texts and the writing of long
papers in French (5-8 pages) (e.g. French 120 “Camus
and Ethics”).
• The 100A/B two-quarter sequence (Advance Composition

& Grammar) is intended to help them make this transition.
• Typically there are between 20-30 students in 100A/B.

They are most frequently French majors and minors, and
also Comp Lit majors, and English majors.

Part I: Statement of the Problem.

• Students frequently have a hard time making the transition

from lower-division language courses to upper-division
writing and reading courses. The two-quarter series 100A100B has traditionally bridged the gap.

• Students have complained that they do not feel sufficiently

prepared. Professors in the upper-division courses have
complained that students do not write well. 100A and 100B
are not doing their job!

Why might 100A and 100B be failing to provide our
students with the preparation they need?
•
•
•
•

•

There has never been a stable curriculum or a set syllabus for the
sequence.

The sequence has been taught in the past by a rotating set of professors
and lecturers, some of whom have little background in teaching this level.
The textbook changed every term, according to the instructor’s
preferences.

No Student Learning Outcomes were identified for either section of the
sequence. Therefore, nobody knew precisely what the students were to
have achieved at the end of each section.

Due to the recent (and continuing) budget cuts in the School of Humanities,
the French Program has been understaffed. The 100A/B sequence has
often been taught by temporary lecturers who have less knowledge of
what is expected of students in the upper-division seminars.

Phase I: Developing objectives
• Thanks to the generosity of the Assessment Grant

Program, we were able to initiate a thorough review of the
100A/B sequence in Fall of 2012.
• Our method consisted primarily in gathering data and

formulating a new set of Student Learning Objectives.
• We met several times over the summer of 2012 to

examine the materials used previously in the course. We
also consulted the guidelines of ACTFL as well as
guidelines from the emeritus Language Supervisor to
generate a new set of Student Learning Objectives far
more precise than the earlier ones.

Phase II: Developing a syllabus
• At the end of the summer we met with the two instructors

of the sequence and discussed the new SLOs and how to
achieve them.
• Instructors presented a draft of their syllabus.

Phase III: Evaluation
Method: We instituted a set of “rubrics” for assignments at
each level; and a procedure for collecting and evaluating
student work.
• In the Spring Quarter we reviewed a sample of essays

from 100A & 100B, which helped us to see more clearly
what problems still need to be addressed.
• We conducted an open-ended interview with both

instructors

Results
• Not a lot of difference between 100A and 100B essays in

terms of language (syntax/vocabulary). Some students
still made basic grammar mistakes but overall the essays
were rated average to above average by all reviewers.
• Essays in 100B (three pages) were longer than in 100A

(one page) but did not lose in quality of writing which may
show a gain in confidence.
• Instructors needed more structure and a more uniform

syllabus

Issues and Future Actions
We decided to institute a survey at the beginning of each

class to determine how the students acquired their
French.
We decided to use a diagnostic writing sample to identify
students who may need extra grammar review and plan
with them an individualized grammar review/or to identify
students who can skip to the next level.
The need for a single textbook to be assigned to both
classes so that there is greater continuity and logical
development. We are currently exploring different
textbook options with the next set of instructors who will
take over the sequence in 2013-14.

Conclusion
• The assessment exercise permitted us to examine more

closely the entire French curriculum and the articulation
between the different levels.

